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)?orc~e-test measurements in the-dimensional flow hkve : :
. been made in the NA(IA 4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel to de-’ ~::-.
termine the characteristics of an NACJL 0015 airfoil equipped
with a straight-contour plain flap having a chord 30 percent
, of the airfoil chord. The straight-contour plain flap dif-:
fere from an ordinary plain flap in that the surfaces be-
hind the hinge axis are flat instead of conforming to the -
bda$o airfoil contour. The results are presented in the
f’orm.of aerodynamic section characteristics for several flap
deflections and for a seal~d and unsealed gap at the flap
dose.
.,
. . The slope of the lift curve of the NAOA 0015 aiifoi,l .
with ,t,h,estraight-contour >lain flap was greater than for.
the-same airfoil with an airfo.il-contou? plain flap of the
same chord. The effectiveness of the straight-contour flap
in producing increments of lift was’ slightly less with.gap
at the flap nose sealed and slightly greater ‘with gap .’
unsealed.than the corresponding values for the airfoil-” .
oontour flqit Yor “the straight-contour flap, the variat~ion
of the flap hinge moment with-angle of attack and~ith,flap
&eflection was lar~er than for, the airfoil-contour flap.
The .’straight-ooritoqr flap haii approximately the s~rne profile-
“drag characteristics as the airfoil-contour flap;.
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The NACA,.,hap.instituted an extensive-investigation of
“.the aerodynamic characteristics’of various. flap arrange-
ments i-nan-,effo,rt to de,terrnine the types best suited for
.control.surfaces ana to supply experimental” data for ~
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design purposes. The results of this investigation that
relate to the present. report are given in refer Gnce 1 and
in the reports listed in the bibliography.
“1
I
. .
This paper presents the aerodynamic characteristics -
of an NAOL 0015 airfoil with””a plain flap having a chord
30 percent of the airfoil chord (0.30c) and a straight
contour from the flap nose radius to the trailing edge.
The aerodynamic characteristics of the NACA 0015 airfoil
with the ‘straight-contour f-lap[’are compared with the
aerodynamic characteristics~ given in reference 1, of the
same airfoil with a 0.30c plain flap having an airfoil
contour from the f$.ap nose” radius to the trailing edge,
This plain flap of reference 1 will be referred to in
this report as the ‘airfoil-contour flap.l’
AE’P’MTUS AND MODELS 1.
.
.
.“”
The tests-were made in the I$ACA 4 by 6-footvertical’
.
‘tunnel described. in reference 2. ‘The test section of this
tunnel has been converted from the ‘original open, circular,
.’ 5-foot-diambter jet to aclosed, *ectangulart * bY 6-foo$ .
throat for.force” tests of models “in two-dimensional flow.
.-Athree-component balance system has been installed in the”
tunnel in order that forc~test measurements of lift, drag>
and pitching moment may he made. The hinge moments of the
flap were mea$ured with.a special-torque-rod balance built
into the model: ..
.. . .
“ The Z-foot-chdrd. by &foot-span model (fig. 1~ was,
made of laminated mahogany to the NACA 0015’ contour (see
table I), except”that the 0.30c flap has a straight cOn- .
tour from the-flap nose’ to the trailing edge”. The’nose
radius of t-he flap was &pproximately one-half the airfoil”
thickness-at the flap hinge axis. The gap at the ?ose of
the flap waa 0.005c”and, for the sealed-gap tests, was
filled with light grease. ~
The model, when mounted in the tunnel, completely
spanned the test section except for small clearances at
each end. With this type of installation two-dimensional,
flow is approximated, and the section characteristics of
the airfoil and the flap may be determined. The model
was attached to~the balauce frame by” torque tubes that
extended through the sides of the tunnel. The ahgle of
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attack -was set from outside the tunnel by rotating the
torque tubes with an electric drive. Flap deflections
were set inside the tunnel by templets and were held by
a friction clamp on the torque rod that was used to meas-
ure the flap hinge moment.
,.
TESTS . .
*
The tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 15 pounds
per square foot, which corresponds to an air velocity of
about 76 miles per hour at standard sea-level conditions,
The effective Reynolds number of the tests was approximate-
ly 2,760,000. (Effective Reynolds riumber = test Eeynolds
number X turbulence factor. The turbulence factor for the
4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel is 1,93.)
The flap was set, in increments of 5°, at deflections
from 0° to 30° for tests with the gap %oth sealed and un-
sealed. For each flap setting, force tests were made
throughout the angle-of-attack range at 2° increments from
negative stall to positive stall. When either stall po-
sition was approached, the increment ‘was reduced to 1°
angle of attack.
RESULTS
Symbols
The coefficients and the symbols used in this paper
are defined as follows:
CT airfoil section lift coefficient (t/@
cd airfoil section profile-drag coefficient- .(d.o/qc)
o,
cm airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient .(m/qc’)
Ch flap section hinge-momen.t coefficient (h/qcfa )
where
. .
“t airfoil section lift
,.
do airfoil section profile, drag “
. .
4m
h
c
Cf
q
‘W
ao
8g
also
airfoil section pitching moment- about quarter-chord
point of air f~il. ,. ~~ .
fla~ section hirige moment ~
chord of basic airfoil with flap and tab neutral
flap chord \
,
dynamic pressure
.“.
,.
..!.
-..
. . . . ,.
. .
..-
angle of attaclc,for airfoil of infinite aspect ratio
,
flap deflection with respect to airfoil
C2
c!!.
c2qfr33 ).
‘%
ch~f
The
. .
,ach .--””.” -()‘-G
o
. .
subscripts outside the parentheses indica~e the
factors hqld con$tant during the measurement of the, param.”
eters. “ ;
..
Precision .,
:.
The a“ccuracy of the data is indicated by the deviatio?
from zero of lift and moment coefficients at an angle of
attack of Oo. The maximum error in ’effe~ctive angle of at-
tack at zero lift appears to be about +Q.20.> Flap deflec-
tions were set within k0,20. Tun”ne3 corrections; e~eri-
mentally determined in the & by &foot vertical tunnel,
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were applied only to lift . The hinge moments arp pI?OIIa-.
bly slightly higher than would be obtained in free air
and, consequently, the values presented are considered
conservative . The increments of drag should be reasona-
bly independent of tunnel effect, although the absolute
vslue is subject to an unkdovn correction. Inaccuracies
in the section data presented are thought to be negli~-
ble re~ativp to inaccuracies that will be incurred in the
application of the data to finite airfoils.
PRESEl~TATION 01’ DATA
Aerodynamic section characteristics of the NACA 0015
airfoil with a 0i30c straight-contour plain flap are pre-
sented as funotions of lift coefficient in figure 2. The
characteristics with the gap at the flap nose sealed are
shown in figure 2(a) and the characteristics ~~ith the ()-()()5c
gap are shown in figure 2(b). Part of the data in figure 2
are replottpd in figure 3 to show the effect of gap on the
variation of ch with
c1 for three typical values of
angle of attack. Increments of section profile-drag coef-
ficient caused hy deflection, of the flap are given as .a”
function of flap deflection in figure 4.
Thp parameters for the straight- and airfoil-contour.
flaps are presented for. comparison ”.intable -11.
. . . .
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Lift .“
Figure 2 ind.icat.es that the Lift curves for various
deflections of the straight-contour flap on the NACA 0015
airfoil are of the same ge-neral shape as those for. the air-
foil-contour,flap. on the same airfoil (reference 1). The
angle of..attack at which the airfoil stalled was about the
same for both flap. contours.
The slope of the lift curve c1 for the straight-
.. .
contour flap was &lightly larger tha~ the slope ,for the
airfoil-contour flsp with the gap both unsealed and sealed.
(See table II. ) This increase may be attributed to the re-
duced thickness of the.after. portion of the ~irfoil which
6
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.
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causes the flow more nearly to approach the theoretical
flow for thin airfoils. . “
The effectiveness of the straight-contour flap in pro-
(Jducing lift - was slightly less with the gap sealed
f ‘cl. . .
and slightly greater- with the gap unsealed than the effec-
tiveness of the airfoil-contour flap with the same gap con-
ditions. The straight-c~ntour flap was effective in pro- .
ducing increments of lift at all flap deflections for all
.anglos of attack at which tests wero run. Because of sep-
aration phenomena, the effectiveness at large flap deflec-
tions was not so great as ab small deflections.
With flap deflections and large angles of attack of “
opposito sense, the increment of lift coefficient due.’to
flap deflection for the s%raight- and airfoil-contour flaps
was greater with gap sealed, than with gap unsealed; whereas,
with flap deflections and large angles of attack of like
sign, both unsealed and sealed gaps gave approximately the
same value of lift-coefficient increnent . (See fig. 2.)
The curve of lift coefficient as a function of flap deflec-
tion for the straight-contour flap became nonline~ at flap
deflections greeter than 15° with”the gap sealed and at
flap deflections greater than 20° with the gap unsealed.
.
The parameter’ c
~(;ree)
is a measure of control-free
stability. The values of Ct for the straight-
Cf.(free)
contour flap were lower “with the open gap and about the same
with the sealed gap as the values for the airfoil contour
flap (table 11).
Hinge Moment of Flap ~
The flap hinge-moment curves (fig. 2) for the straight-
contour flap are linear over a very small range of angles
of .e.ttack. The curves of the .airfoil-contiour flap had the ; .
same genaral shape; that is~ they were nonlinear over most
of the test range.
The slope ch and the slope ch for the straight-
a .. 6F .
contour flap increased negatively over” ~he” corresponding
values. for the airfoil-contour flap. These” increases in
Cha and
c%f for the straight-contour flap are in
?
-.
t
qualitztivo agreement with the data of reference 3, which
show that an increase in the thickness of the after por-
tion of the airfoil caused a decrease in cha and
‘%f;
conversely, a decrease in thickness of the after portion
of the airfoil, as in the straight-c9ntour flap, should
produce an increase in ch aqd
c? ch8f-
The hinge-moment parameters for both gaps are given
in table 11. Because of-the nonlinearity of the hinge- .
moment curves, the parameters ch and
Chtb
measured
a
at a flap deflection and an angle of attack ~f 0°, respec--
tively, represent the curves over only a small range of
angles of attaqk. The values of the parameters for un-
sealed and sealed gaps are indicative, however, of the
relative merits of each arrangement . The theoretical ef-
fect of as~ect ratio on the slopes of the curves for flap
h’inge moment is discu~sqd in reference 4.
For small flap deflections at angles of attack of -8°
end 0°, the straight-contour flap with sealed gap had a
larger hinge-mouent coefficient at a given lift than with
the unsealed gap. (See fig. 3.) At all other angles of
attack and flap deflections shown in figure 3, the hinge-
moment coefficient for the straight-contour flap with the .
unsealed gap was greater. than with the sealed gap. Thi S
characteristic is also true for the airfoil-contour flap
(reference 1) . ‘
.“
Pitching Moment
The slopes of’the cur~eb of pitching-moment coeffi-
cient as a function of lift coefficient at constant flap
deflection snd at constant angle of attack are shown in
tatle 11. The aerodynamic center was located approximate-
ly at the 0.23c station for the gaps both unsealed and
sealed . This location of tha aerodynamic center for the
straight-contour flap is in clos”e.agreement with that for
the airfoil-contour flap.
The aerodynamic center was expected to move to&rd
the trailing edge” bacause, iu reference 3, an increase in
the thickness of the after portion of the e.irfoil caused
the aerodynamic center to shift forward; conversely, a
docroase in thickness of the after portion of the airfoil
should cause the aero:.ynamic center to shift toward the
8
.,
.
trailing edge. A.pparently~ the change in flap contour
from airfoil to straight was too small to affect the loca-
,ti~n of the aerodynamic center. .
When the circulation was varied %y changing the ef-
fective camber of the airfoil, that is, by deflecting the
flap, the aerodynamic center was at the 0.42c station
with the gap unsealed and at the 0.41c station with the
gap sealed. These locations agree approximately with
those for the airfoil-contour flap. The location of the
aerodynamic center for deflections of the flap is a funo-
tion of aspect ratio (reference 4) and moves toward the
trailing edge as the aspect ratio decreases.
. .
Drag
Because of the unknown tunnel correction, the values
of drag coefficients cannot be considered absolute; the
relative values, however, should le independent of tunnel
effect . Inaremonts of drag coefficient, plotted as a
function of flap deflection in figure 4, were determined
by deducting the drag coefficient of the airfoil with the “
flap neutral from the drag coefficient with the flap de-
flected, with all other factors constant. At positive
flap deflections and at angles of attack of 0° and &4°,
the increment of drag coefficient was larger” for the straight-
contour flap with unsealed gap than with the sealed gap.
.
A comparison of figure 4 with figure 4 of roforence 1
indicates that the increment of drag coefficient for the
straight-contour flap was about the same as tho increment
for the airfoil-contour flap at low flap deflections.
In those tests, the minimum profile-drag coefficient,
uncorroctod for tunno?. effects, was found to bo. 0.0131 for
the ‘straight-contour flap with sealed or unsealed gap. .
Tho airfoil-contour flap has a profilo-drag coefficient of
0.0130 with the gap sealed and 0.0134 with the gap unsealed.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of tests of the NACA 0015 airfoil with a
straight-contour plain flap having a chord 30 percent of
the airfoil ohord compared with the results of previous
tests of the same airfoil with an airfoil-contour plain
_ .. . . . _ T7-7-- .— -. —= -- - —
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9flap of the same chord indicate the following conclusions:
,
1. The slope of the lift curve,for the airfoil with
the ‘straight-contoub plain flap was greater than for the
same airfoil with the airfoil-contour plain flap.
%,
2. The lift effectiveness of the straight-contour
plain flap was slightly less with gap sealed ~nd slightly
larger with gap tms.ealed than the” lift effectiveness of
the airfoil-contour flap with the sbme gap conditions.
.
3. For the straight=contour flap, the variation of
the flap hinge-mQment coefficient with angle of attack .
and with flap deflection \vas larger than for the airfoil-””
contour, flap.
4. The location of the aerodynamic center for.the
straight-contour flap was in close agreement with the
location of the aerodynamic center for the airfoil-contour
flap.
5. The atrfoil had approximately the same drag char- .
acteristtcs for both fIap contours. “
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, “ “-
National Advisory Comm$ttee for Aeronautics,
Langlpy Field, ~a.
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TABLE I. - ORDINATES FOR NACA 0015 AIRYOIL
[Stations and ordinates in percent of airfoil chord]
o
1.25
2.5
5
7.5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
95
100
100
0
2.37
3.27
4.44
5.25
5.85
6.68
7.17
7.43
7.50
7.25
6.62
5.70
4.58
3.28
1.81
1.01
(.16)
o
1
q
Lower
surface
o
-2.37
-3.27
-4.44
-5.25
-5.85
-6.68
-7.17
-7.43
-7.50
-7.25
-6.62
-5.70
-4.58
-3,28
-1,81
-1.01
(-.16)
o
L. E. radius: 2.48
. ..
.’
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!l?ABL3!II. - PARAl~TER VALUES FOR 0.30c
ST13LIGH!&Al?D AIRFOIL-CONTOUR PLAIN
FLAPS ON AN NACA 0015 AIRFOIL
Straight* oontour flap Airfoil-contour flap
Parameter 0.005i? gap Sealed gap 0.005c gap S8aled gap
I
a%
()
-0.470 .-0.560 -0.460 -0.580 .-
% CT
.‘~
[J
.090 .098 .089 .096
am ~f
(j
‘$
.071 .081 .075 .080
free ,.
/
(-)
acm .024 .017 l 020 .020
a% ef
[–)
acm
-.168 -,155 -.170 -.155
act
a
‘ac~f
aq!J
-.0039 -.0028 -.0022 -.0023
6f
‘aCh
) ~
f
-.0084 -.0089 -.0063 -.0080
,a8f
a.
., /
. .
.:
,,,
. ‘
. . .
,’ )
!
1
.’!.,
‘i
+ ‘----–
C =2#-
‘--- ~ z
R=.045&
.\
\
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.01232#
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Figure2(a,b).- Section aerodynamic characteristics of an lfACA0015 airfoil rith a 0.30c
straight-contour plain flap. .
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